
TEST SETS 
By John Flanagan and Dave Holland 
 
 Following are test sets from coaches John Flanagan and 
Dave Holland. For a related article, check out the March issue of 
Swimming World Magazine and read, “How Do You Know When 
You Are Fit?,” by Michael J. Stott. You’ll discover that measuring 
one’s fitness level may simply come down to individual goals, 
depending on whether the individual is a lap swimmer or 
competitive swimmer. 
 
 John Flanagan is a coach at Curl-Burke Swim Club who has 
run a morning Masters program in McLean, Va., since 1974. 
Here’s a favorite set that he uses with his Masters swimmers: 
 
MAIN SET x 2 
4 x 50 free on :40, :45, :50, 1:05, 1:10 (all low-end aerobic) 
 
1 x 100 free on 1:15-2:05 (5 lanes of athletes) on 160 heart rate 
(HR) 
 
4 x 25 IM on :30 
 
4 x 50 free on :40, :45, :50, 1:05, 1:10 (all low-end aerobic) 
 
1 x 150 free on 1:55 and up on 160 HR 
 
4 x 25 IM on :30 
 
4 x 50 free on :40, :45, :50, 1:05, 1:10 (all low-end aerobic) 
 
1 x 200 free on 2:30 and up on 160 HR 
 
4 x 25 IM on :30 
 
4 x 50 free on :40, :45, :50, 1:05, 1:10 (all low-end aerobic) 
 
1 x 250 free on 3:10 to 4:15 on 160 HR 



 
4 x 25 IM on :30 
 
* * * * * * * * * * 
 
 Dave Holland is the head women’s coach at Randolph Macon 
College in Ashland, Va., and a four-time Masters national 
champion. He uses three criteria to gauge his fitness: resting 
heart rate, performance on a 25 x 100 freestyle test set and 
meet/open water performance. Holland tests fitness in his 
women’s team by using the following test sets: 
 
 “As a collegiate coach, I also rely heavily on test sets,” says 
Holland. “The two that I use the most are the timed 2,000 and an 
anaerobic set of 6 x 100 free. For the latter, I tell the athletes 
that they are to go as fast as possible, and that they are allowed 
10-14 seconds rest after each 100 (i.e., if they come in on the 
23, they depart on the 35). I do this in waves so that each athlete 
has the lane to herself, and I assign another athlete to record 
times and help with send-off instructions and motivation. 
 “The end result provides me with very good information. If 
the athlete is able to hold the pace for all six 100s within 1-2 
seconds, then that tells me that her conditioning is pretty good. 
The sixth repeat is very telling. If the athlete can do her best 
repeat on this one, that's a sign that she's on her game. If the 
times trail off on the last three, it is time to get to work! 
 “You can also combine these two sets by doing the timed 
2,000 on the day after the 6 x 100. Figure out the average repeat 
on the100s, and then add 5 seconds to it. That becomes the goal 
pace for the timed 2,000 (also called ‘anaerobic threshold’ pace). 
 “For example, if you average 1:10 on the 6 x 100, then your 
goal pace for the next day is 1:15, which translates to a goal time 
of 25:00 for the 2,000. If you reach that goal, you are in good 
shape! If you can't hold that pace, it means you could probably 
benefit from more aerobic conditioning. Write down your times 
and try it again later to see where you are.” 
 


